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Every item on this page was chosen by a Town & Country editor. We may earn commission on some of the items you choose to buy.

The Weekly Covet: Spring Cleaning Essentials for a Sparkling Home
Tidying up will never feel like a chore again.

BY SOPHIE DWECK  APR 8, 2022

Once a week, we ask our editors to share the items they've been loving or lusting after—whether it's a new skincare product we're dying to

try or a travel essential we can't live without. Consider "The Weekly Covet" your editor-approved wish list for beauty, travel, fashion, and
everything in between.

HomeCourt

COURTESY OF THE BRANDSCOURTESY OF THE BRANDS

ADVERTISEMENT - CONTINUE READING BELOW

1
Neroli Leaf Dish Soap

THE LAUNDRESS

$45 AT NET-A-
PORTER

"It is a truth, universally acknowledged, that having freshly washed sheets is the best feeling in the world. Even better? Having them

smell like Le Labo." — Breana Crews, Freelance Fashion Assistant

$20 AT
KOALAECO.COM

"Even if Koala Eco didn't have the wonderful sustainability specs that include natural, plant based formulations and fully recyclable
post-consumer plastic packaging, I would still be hooked on their products—and hand wash in particular. Why? Well, the smell of
lemon, eucalyptus, and rosemary never fails to put me in the best mood. I'm hooked."—Roxanne Adamiyatt, Senior Lifestyle Editor

10
Natural Hand Wash
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